Monitoring of an experimental red blood cell pathology with gravitational field-flow fractionation.
Gravitational field-flow fractionation is a simple method suitable for the separation of micrometre-size particles, for example the red blood cells (RBC). The variation in the composition of the RBC population in a rabbit during an experimental reversible anaemia induced by phenylhydrazine was studied. Blood samples taken at different stages of the anemia showed differences in the retention and shape of the elution profiles. Microscopic observations of original RBC samples and fractions collected at the outlet of the fractionation channel make a description of the RBC population possible. The three species observed were the normal RBC, the newly produced reticulocytes, and the blood cells containing Heinz bodies (intracellular haemoglobin precipitates). A decrease of the normal RBC from 96 to 1% was observed over five days. The production of reticulocytes in bone marrow is stimulated by the anaemia and increases in percentage after the second day of the anaemia (from 1 to 16%). RBC with Heinz bodies, which appear on the third day, were also studied. Granulometric studies were performed on the RBC sampled from the rabbit each day as well as on some fractions eluted by field-flow fractionation. Reinjection procedures of some cell subpopulations of known size distribution were also performed. The relaxation process of these cells was then studied to approximate their density properties. It was observed that RBC of different density but of the same average size were selectively eluted, as were cells of equivalent density but of different size. Injection of the cells at different stop-flow times enabled the study of the relaxation process on the elution profiles. The results, compared with systematic microscopic observation and size analysis, permit the description of modifications in the RBC composition as well as the purification of subpopulations at each stage of the anaemia. The correlation observed between the fractionation profiles and the progress or the regression of the anaemia opens a new field in the analytical monitoring of this type of pathology.